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SUMMARY
Omicron has become the globally dominant severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
variant, creating additional challenges due to its ability to evade neutralization. Here, we report that neutral-
izing antibodies against Omicron variants are undetected following COVID-19 infection with ancestral or past
SARS-CoV-2 variant viruses or after two-dose mRNA vaccination. Compared with two-dose vaccination, a
three-dose vaccination course induces broad neutralizing antibody responses with improved durability
against different SARS-CoV-2 variants, although neutralizing antibody titers against Omicron remain low.
Intriguingly, among individuals with three-dose vaccination, Omicron breakthrough infection substantially
augments serum neutralizing activity against a broad spectrum of SARS-CoV-2 variants, including Omicron
variants BA.1, BA.2, and BA.5. Additionally, after Omicron breakthrough infection, memory T cells respond to
the spike proteins of both ancestral andOmicron SARS-CoV-2 by producing cytokineswith polyfunctionality.
These results suggest that Omicron breakthrough infection following three-dose mRNA vaccination induces
pan-SARS-CoV-2 immunity that may protect against emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern.
INTRODUCTION

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-

CoV-2) pandemic has led to over 507 million confirmed cases

and 6.1 million deaths, and the disease continues to surge in

many parts of the world. The continuing evolution of SARS-

CoV-2 has given rise to several novel variants.1 Notably, the

Alpha (B.1.1.7), Beta (B.1.351), Gamma (P1), Delta (B.1.617.2),

and Omicron (B.1.1.529) variants are characterized by sets of

mutations, raising concerns about possible immune evasion

and increased transmissibility. Following the Delta variant
Cell Repo
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SARS-CoV-2 surge in 2021, Omicron achieved worldwide pre-

dominance in a remarkably short time period due to its high

transmissibility.2

One main target of antibody responses to coronaviruses is the

spike (S) protein—the surface glycoprotein that mediates virus

attachment to the host receptor. Neutralizing antibodies (NAb)

targeting the SARS-CoV-2 S protein can prevent viral entry into

host cells by blocking receptor binding or membrane fusion.

Although the N-terminal domain of the S protein plays a role in

NAb binding,3 the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the S1 sub-

unit of the S protein is the immunodominant target for highly
rts Medicine 3, 100764, October 18, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). 1
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Figure 1. Serum-neutralizing activity against recent SARS-CoV-2 strains and variants in unvaccinated COVID-19 patients

(A, D, and G) Sera samples were obtained from unvaccinated patients recovered fromCOVID-19 infection with (A) the ancestral L (n = 9), (D) D614G (n = 12), or (G)

Omicron variant (n = 9).

(B, E, and H) Direct infection of the patients was validated via SARS-CoV-2 NP-specific ELISA using sera collected on the day of confirmation (day 1) and at

14 days (day 14) from the initial positive RT-PCR result.

(C, F, and I) Serum-neutralizing activity against live SARS-CoV-2 ancestral L, D614G, and indicated variants, in samples from unvaccinated patients infected with

SARS-CoV-2 (C) ancestral L, (F) D614G, and (I) Omicron BA.1.

(legend continued on next page)
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potent and specific NAbs.4 Mutations in these sites can

decrease the avidity of NAbs for the S protein.5 The Omicron

(B.1.1.529) variant exhibits over 30 mutations in the S protein,

including at least 15 mutations in the RBD.6 These substantial

changes in the S protein gene of the Omicron variant raised con-

cerns regarding the effectiveness of the current COVID-19 vac-

cines and antibody therapeutics,7,8 which were developed

based on the S protein of the ancestral Wuhan-1 strain. In fact,

many vaccinated persons have experienced breakthrough infec-

tions by Omicron variants, including BA.1, BA.2, or BA.5.9,10 The

rapid surge of vaccine breakthrough infections by Omicron var-

iants has raised questions about the effectiveness of the antiviral

immunity elicited by the current COVID-19 vaccines or by prior

infection with SARS-CoV-2 variants.

Investigation of the cross-reactivity among SARS-CoV-2 vari-

ants will help identify possible changes in the efficacies of SARS-

CoV-2 vaccines and antibody therapeutics against newly

emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants. In this study, we obtained

sera from unvaccinated individuals infected with ancestral,

D614G, or Omicron SARS-CoV-2 and from individuals previ-

ously vaccinated with two or three doses of COVID-19 mRNA

vaccine. We evaluated the cross-neutralizing profiles of these

sera against recent SARS-CoV-2 strains, including the ancestral

L clade and D614G lineage, and the Alpha, Beta, Delta, Omicron

BA.1, Omicron BA.2, and Omicron BA.5 SARS-CoV-2 variants.

Cross-neutralizing tests were also conducted using sera from

healthcare workers with breakthrough Omicron SARS-CoV-2

infection. In parallel, we also examined the memory T cell re-

sponses to Omicron breakthrough infections.

RESULTS

Cross-neutralizing activity in unvaccinated COVID-19
patients
During the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic in South Korea

in 2020, SARS-CoV-2 was isolated from 21 COVID-19 patients.

The viral clade was identified by whole-genome sequencing: 9

cases were the L and S clades of SARS-CoV-2 (ancestral group),

and 12 were D614G SARS-CoV-2 variants (D614G group). For

serologic analysis, patient serum samples were obtained imme-

diately after RT-PCR confirmation (the day of hospital admission

[day 1]), as well as 2 weeks later (14 days from initial hospitaliza-

tion [day 14]). Additionally, paired serum samples were obtained

fromnineunvaccinatedOmicron (BA.1)-recoveredpatients at the

day of diagnosis (day 1) and 14 days (day 14) from initial RT-PCR

positivity (Table S1). To assess patients’ previous SARS-CoV-2

infection history, we conducted a nucleocapsid protein (NP)-

based enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The

ELISA results for all participants (21 ancestral-/D614G- and 9

Omicron-recovered patients) confirmed no antibody responses

against NP protein on the day of hospital admission, while all

sera were positive at 14 days from diagnosis (Figures 1B, 1E,

and 1H; NP ELISA). These findings confirmed that the patients

had no prior infection with other SARS-CoV-2 variants.
Violin plots represent the geometric mean titer of the neutralizing antibody. The ge

the violin plots. Dashed lines indicate the mean. Each dotted line represents a sing

used to analyze the statistical significance (ns, not significant). The neutralizing a
To compare longitudinal NAb activity among recovered

COVID-19 patients, we selected day 1 and day 14 serum spec-

imens from each group and performed a microneutralization

antibody assay (NAb) using live SARS-CoV-2 of each reference

strain or variant (ancestral L clade, D614G-like, Alpha, Beta,

Delta, and Omicron BA.1, BA.2, and BA.5). The sera from ances-

tral-recovered patients (Figure 1A) showed high NAb titers

(GMT-NAb 34.29) against L clade virus and were fairly cross-

reactive with the D614G (GMT-NAb 6.30), Alpha (GMT-NAb

7.35), and Delta (GMT-NAb 7.35) variants. However, no cross-

reactivity was observed against the Beta or Omicron BA.1,

BA.2, and BA.5 variants (Figure 1C). The sera from D614G-

recovered patients (Figure 1D) exhibited the highest NAb titers

against the D614G virus and moderate cross-reactivity against

the L clade, Alpha, Beta, and Delta variants (Figure 1F). Again,

the sera of D614G-recovered patients showed no cross-reac-

tivity against theOmicron BA.1, BA.2 or BA.5 variants (Figure 1F).

Sera fromOmicron-recovered patients showed compelling titers

of NAb against the Omicron BA.1 variant. Although some sera

showed titers of NAb against BA.2 variants, these NAb titers

were significantly lower than the titers of NAb against BA.1,

and we observed no cross-reactivity against Omicron BA.5.

Moreover, Omicron-recovered patients (Figure 1G) showedmar-

ginal cross-reactivity against D614G (GMT-NAb 6.80) and the

Beta variant (GMT-NAb 5.83) but no cross-reactivity against

the earlier ancestral (L clade) or the Alpha and Delta variants (Fig-

ure 1I). These results demonstrate that distinct epitopes are

required for neutralization of the early strains of SARS-CoV-2

compared with the Omicron variants. Furthermore, even among

Omicron variants, we observed antigenic differences between

the BA.1 and BA.5 variants.

Longitudinal evaluation of the cross-neutralizing
efficacy of vaccines
Despite high COVID-19 vaccination rates, several countries have

reported massive numbers of breakthrough infections with Om-

icron variants,10,11 raising concerns about the relatively short

period of vaccine-induced humoral immunity against recent var-

iants. Therefore, we sought to evaluate the cross-neutralizing ti-

ters and the duration of antibody presence elicited by current

COVID-19 mRNA vaccines. We obtained serial serum samples

from healthcare workers following two-dose vaccination and

booster vaccination withmRNACOVID-19 vaccines (vaccination

cohort, n = 27; Figure 2A). Sera were collected at 1, 3, and

5 months after the second vaccination dose and at 1, 3, and

5 months after booster vaccination (Figure 2). NP ELISA

confirmed that these vaccinees had no previous infection history

(Figure 2B).

At one month after the second dose of a COVID-19 vaccine,

GMT-NAb against ancestral, D614G, Alpha, Beta, and Delta

strains were relatively high compared with pre-vaccination

(Figures 2C–2G). However, no cross-neutralizing titer was de-

tected against the Omicron BA.1, BA.2, and BA.5 variants (Fig-

ure 2). In two-dose vaccinated individuals, the antibody titers
ometricmean titers and fold changes of neutralizing activity are indicated above

le individual. The nonparametric Wilcoxonmatched-pairs signed rank test was

ctivity tests were repeated three times independently.
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Figure 2. Longitudinal evaluation of serum neutralization against SARS-CoV-2 strains and variants after vaccination with two or three doses

(A) Schematic image of the sera sampling from the vaccinees (n = 27). Healthcare workers were serially sampled at 1, 3, and 5months after their second dose and

at 1, 3, and 5 months after their third dose of COVID-19 mRNA vaccine.

(B) ELISA analysis using anti-SARS-CoV-2 NP immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies was performed to verify that the vaccinees were not infected with SARS-CoV-2

prior to vaccination.

(C–J) Serum samples serially collected from two- or three-dose vaccinated individuals were assessed for cross-neutralizing activity against (C) SARS-CoV-2

ancestral (WIV-04; L), (D) D614G, (E) Alpha, (F) Beta, (G) Delta, (H) Omicron BA.1, (I) Omicron BA.2, and (J) Omicron BA.5.

(legend continued on next page)
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against all tested virus clades were decreased at 3 months after

the last vaccination, and, surprisingly, the NAb level had returned

to almost baseline at 5 months. These results indicate consider-

able and rapid waning of serum neutralizing activity following

two-dose mRNA vaccination (Figures 2 and S1). Compared

with two-dose vaccination, booster vaccination yielded mark-

edly increased GMT-NAb titers against all tested viruses,

including Omicron variants (Figures 2 and S1, two-dose versus

three-dose). Furthermore, unlike after two-dose vaccination, af-

ter the third vaccination, high GMT-NAb levels persisted for

3 months, and marginal but detectable cross-neutralizing anti-

bodies weremaintained until 5 months, demonstrating the bene-

ficial effect of three-dose vaccination (Figure 2, after three

doses). Interestingly, with regards to cross-reactivity against

Omicron variants, following the third vaccine dose, about 40%

of individuals (11 out of 27) exhibited detectable NAb activity

against Omicron variants, although at levels lower than against

other strains (Figures 2H–2J). Among individuals with three-

dose vaccination, 29.6% exhibited cross-neutralizing activity

against Omicron BA.1, BA.2, and BA.5 after 3 months

(Figures 2K–L). Altogether, these results indicate that three-

dose booster vaccination enhanced the durability and longevity

of NAb responses against a broad spectrum of SARS-CoV-2

variants.

Cross-neutralizing antibodies induced by Omicron
breakthrough infection
During this study, in an additional breakthrough infection cohort

group, we observed 50 cases of Omicron breakthrough infec-

tion among individuals with two (n = 25) (Figures 3A–3C) and

three (n = 25) doses of mRNA vaccines (Figures 3D–3F). To

investigate NAb responses and the status of cross-neutralizing

immunity, we measured GMT-NAb against reference variants of

SARS-CoV-2 using paired serum samples collected at two time

points: 1–3 months prior to Omicron breakthrough infection,

and after recovery (14 days after diagnosis of virus infection).

Compared with the baseline NAb titers (pre-Omicron infection),

the two-dose or three-dose vaccinated group showed much

higher titers of GMT-NAb against the ancestral L, D614G,

Alpha, and Delta variants compared with those against the

Beta and Omicron variants (Table 1). In the two-dose vacci-

nated breakthrough infection cohort, Omicron variant infection

led to significantly (>4-fold) increased GMT-NAb titers against

the Omicron BA.1 and BA.2 variants (Figure 3C), which were

comparable to the GMT-NAb titers against Omicron BA.1 in

the unvaccinated Omicron infection group (Figure 1I; Table 1).

However, only 48% (12/25) of two-dose vaccinated individuals

showed moderately increased GMT-NAb titers (10.57) against

Omicron BA.5. Intriguingly, all individuals in the two-dose

vaccinated breakthrough infection cohort showed significantly

increased GMT-NAbs against the ancestral (5.3-fold), D614G

(5.1-fold), and Alpha (5.6-fold) variants and moderately

increased NAbs against the Beta (2.9-fold) and Delta (2.2-
(K and L) Cross-neutralizing activity against both Omicron BA.1 and BA.2 (K) or

3 months).

Dashed line indicates the first serumdilution (1:10) of the NAb assay. Statistical an

**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001. The neutralizing activity tests were repea
fold) variants (Figure 3C; Table 1). Compared with the unvacci-

nated infection group (G1), the two-dose vaccinated break-

through infection group (G2) exhibited a significantly increased

geometric mean fold-rise (GMFR) against Omicron BA.2 but not

against BA.1 or BA.5 (Table 1).

The three-dose vaccinated Omicron breakthrough infection

group (G3) showed significantly increased titers of GMT-NAb

against all tested SARS-CoV-2 strains, including three Omicron

variants (Figure 3F; Table 1). All patients in G3 showed NAb titers

in the range of 10–160 against Omicron variants (Figure 3F),

which were much higher compared with in the unvaccinated

infection group (G1) (Table 1). Furthermore, G3 showed much

higher titers of GMT-NAb against the ancestral L, D614G, Alpha,

and Delta variants compared with against the Omicron variants,

as well as a relatively lower (2.9-fold) increase of GMT-NAb

against the Beta variant (Figure 3F; Table 1). Compared with

G1, G3 showed a significantly higher GMFR against BA.2 and

BA.5 (Table 1). Altogether, these data demonstrate that break-

through infection by Omicron variants can enhance the antibody

responses against multiple SARS-CoV-2 variants, including Om-

icron BA.1, BA.2, and BA.5.

Memory T cell response following Omicron
breakthrough infection
Finally, we investigated CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses to the

ancestral SARS-CoV-2 andOmicron variant S proteins after Om-

icron breakthrough infection. To this end, we performed intracel-

lular cytokine staining (ICS) assays for interferon gamma (IFN-g),

tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and interleukin-2 (IL-2) in stimulated

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) obtained from

three-dose vaccinated individuals who had suffered Omicron

breakthrough infection. Stimulation was performed using an

overlapping peptide (OLP) pool generated from the S protein of

the ancestral Wuhan-1 strain or the Omicron variant (Figure 4).

The frequency of cytokine-producing CD4+ T cells did not differ

following stimulation with ancestral spike versus the Omicron

spike (Figures 4A and 4B). The CD8+ T cell responses were rela-

tively weak compared with CD4+ T cell responses (Figure 4C).

Similarly, the frequency of cytokine-producing CD8+ T cells did

not differ following stimulation with the ancestral spike versus

Omicron spike (Figure 4D). In investigations of CD4+ T cells,

we also analyzed polyfunctionality, which plays a critical role in

host protection during viral infection. Representative flow cytom-

etry plots show that a proportion of CD4+ T cells simultaneously

produced IFN-g, TNF, and IL-2 in response to both ancestral and

Omicron spike (Figure 4E). The frequencies of polyfunctional (tri-

ple-positive or double-positive) CD4+ T cells did not significantly

differ between T cells stimulated with the ancestral versus Omi-

cron spike (Figure 4F). Polyfunctionality analysis using pie

graphs (Figure 4G) and every possible combination of functions

(Figure 4H) revealed no significant difference between CD4+

T cells responding to the ancestral versus Omicron spike. Taken

together, these data indicate that following the Omicron
BA.1 and BA.5 (L) was evaluated in three-dose vaccinated individuals (after

alysis was performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test. ns, not significant; *p < 0.05;

ted three times independently.
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Figure 3. Enhanced cross-neutralizing activity against a broad range of SARS-CoV-2 variants following Omicron breakthrough infections in

COVID-19 vaccine-boosted individuals
(A and D) Schematic image of Omicron breakthrough infections among COVID-19 vaccinees (n = 25), with (A) two doses (n = 25) or (D) three doses (n = 25).

(B and E) Omicron BA.1 infections were verified by SARS-CoV-2 NP-specific ELISA,with (B) two doses and (E) three doses.

(C and F) Measurements of serum neutralizing activity against ancestral, D614G, and five VOCs of SARS-CoV-2 in the serum of Omicron breakthrough infected

individuals with (C) two-dose or (F) three-dose vaccination.

(legend continued on next page)
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breakthrough infections, memory T cells produced cytokines

with polyfunctionality equally against both ancestral and Omi-

cron spike.

We also examined CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses using

PBMCs obtained from three-dose vaccinated individuals

without breakthrough infection. Although there was no differ-

ence in the frequency of TNF+ or IL-2+ cells among CD4+

T cells, the frequency of IFN-g+ cells among CD4+ T cells was

significantly lower following stimulation with the Omicron spike

versus the ancestral spike (Figure S2A). The frequency of cyto-

kine-producing CD8+ T cells did not significantly differ following

stimulation with ancestral spike versus Omicron spike (Fig-

ure S2B). Polyfunctionality analysis revealed no significant differ-

ence between CD4+ T cells responding to the ancestral versus

Omicron spike (Figures S2C–S2E). To compare the contribution

of natural infection versus vaccination in eliciting polyfunctional

T cell responses, we also examined CD4+ and CD8+ T cell re-

sponses using PBMCs obtained fromOmicron-infected patients

without previous vaccination. The results revealed that the fre-

quency of cytokine-producing CD4+ (Figure S2F) or CD8+ (Fig-

ure S2G) T cells did not significantly differ following stimulation

with ancestral spike versus Omicron spike. Furthermore, the pol-

yfunctionality analysis revealed no significant difference be-

tween CD4+ T cells responding to the ancestral spike versus

Omicron spike (Figures S2H and S2I).

DISCUSSION

The large number of mutations in the Omicron variant of SARS-

CoV-2, especially within the S protein,11,12 has enabled its explo-

sive global spread, prompting concerns about waning efficacy of

the current COVID-19 vaccines and antibody therapeutics. Om-

icron comprises several sublineages, including BA.1, BA.2,

BA.3, BA.4, and BA.5.13 Currently, the most prevalent are BA.2

and BA.5, and BA.2.12 has also recently shown rapid global

spread. These sublineages have exhibited substantial escape

from vaccination-induced NAbs.14 Although they share

numerous mutations, these two sublineages are differentiated

by 20 mutations in the S protein.15

In the present study, we found that the sera of patients who

have recovered from ancestral or D614G infections exhibited

moderate cross-reactivity against the Alpha, Beta, andDelta var-

iants but no cross-reactivity against the BA.1, BA.2, and BA.5

Omicron variants. In contrast, sera from patients who recovered

from Omicron infection exhibited limited cross-reactivity against

the D614G, Alpha, and Delta variants.

While current vaccines have shown efficacy in controlling the

global spread of COVID-19, emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants

possess highly mutated antigenic epitopes that can evade the

antiviral immunity elicited by vaccination or prior exposure to

the early SARS-CoV-2 variants. Indeed, here we demonstrated

that infection with ancestral/D614G viruses, or two-dose vacci-

nation with the current COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, induced
Violin plots represent the geometric mean titer of the neutralizing antibody. Geome

violin plots. In the violin plots, middle dashed lines indicate the mean, and outer

resents a single individual. Statistical significance was analyzed with the nonparam

1:10 were considered negative. The neutralizing activity tests were repeated thre
NAbs against major SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern (VOCs).

However, we observed low titers of NAbs against Omicron vari-

ants and a rapid waning of serum neutralizing activity following

two doses of mRNA vaccine. In contrast, three-dose vaccination

induced a broad range of cross-NAb responses against recent

VOCs, as well as ancestral strain, and these NAbs were main-

tained until 5 months after the last vaccination. Importantly, the

titers of NAb against Omicron BA.1, BA.2, andBA.5were consid-

erably increased and exhibited longer potency following booster

vaccination, although this markedly enhanced anti-Omicron

NAb activity was only observed in about 40% of individuals.

Several recent papers have reported boosted Omicron NAb ti-

ters in nearly 100% of individuals.16,17 However, those studies

were conducted using a pseudovirus assay system rather than

real live variants. Although our present assay method may

have lacked sensitivity compared with a pseudovirus system

that contains only the S protein of each SARS-CoV-2 variant,

we believe that our data may indicate the actual NAb titers

against live recent SARS-CoV-2 variants, which contained all

other surface proteins in addition to the S protein.

Our results showed that in cases of natural Omicron BA.1

infection without vaccination, the titers of cross-neutralizing an-

tibodies against BA.2 and BA.5 were significantly lower than

those against BA.1, suggesting some antigenic differences

among these three variants. On the other hand, Omicron break-

through infections following two-dose or three-dose vaccination

did not showmarkedly different titers of NAb against BA.1 versus

BA.2. Furthermore, Omicron infection following three-dose

vaccination induced robust NAbs that are broadly reactive and

more potently protective. Thus, the current findings suggest

that a high level and broad spectrum of NAbs are elicited by Om-

icron breakthrough infection following three-dose vaccination

and that these antibodies may neutralize both former and novel

SARS-CoV-2 variants.

Although still under debate, studies suggest that prior infection

with common seasonal human coronaviruses (hCoVs) impacts

the severity of SARS-CoV-2 infection.18,19 Furthermore, anti-

bodies reactive against the b-hCoV hCoV-OC43 can be gener-

ated upon SARS-CoV-2 infection20,21 and SARS-CoV-2 mRNA

vaccinations.22 A recent study of individuals with fatal COVID-

19 suggests that the back boosting of hCoV-OC43 antibodies

is associated with a compromised de novo SARS-CoV-2

response.18,23,24 The boosting of hCoV antibodies upon infection

with the antigenically distinct SARS-CoV-2 is consistent with the

doctrine of ‘‘original antigenic sin,’’ which was first proposed by

Thomas Francis in 1960 to describe influenza virus antibody re-

sponses.25 In the current study, we evaluated whether infection

with the Omicron variant could boost antibodies against earlier

SARS-CoV-2 strains. Surprisingly, Omicron breakthrough cases

in individuals previously vaccinated against COVID-19 resulted

in a stronger antibody response against not only Omicron but

also against a broad spectrum of SARS-CoV-2 variants. Notably,

this phenomenon was stronger among patients with three-dose
tricmean titers and fold changes of neutralizing activity are indicated above the

dashed horizontal lines indicate the interquartile range. Each dotted line rep-

etricWilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. Neutralization titers lower than

e times independently.
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Table 1. Paired geometric mean titers of neutralizing antibody after Omicron variant infection among unvaccinated and two-dose or

three-dose vaccinated individuals

SARS-CoV-2 strain

G1 (n = 9) G2 (n = 25) G3 (n = 25)

pa pb
GMT

GMFR (95% CI)

GMT

GMFR (95% CI)

GMT

GMFR (95% CI)Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Ancestral 5.0 5.0 1.0 (–) 12.5 65.9 5.3 (3.5–8.0) 40.0 160.0 4.0 (2.5–6.4) Gr1sGr2sGr3* Gr1sGr2**,

Gr1sGr3**

D614G 5.0 6.8 1.4 (0.9–2.2) 10.6 54.3 5.1 (3.4–7.8) 28.7 128.2 4.5 (2.6–7.6) Gr1sGr3**,

Gr2sGr3**

Gr1sGr2**,

Gr1sGr3*

Alpha 5.0 5.0 1.0 (–) 8.0 44.7 5.6 (3.6–8.7) 26.4 108.5 4.1 (2.7–6.2) Gr1sGr3**,

Gr2sGr3**

Gr1sGr2**,

Gr1sGr3**

Beta 5.0 5.8 1.2 (0.9–1.5) 5.9 17.4 2.9 (1.8–4.9) 10.9 32.0 2.9 (1.9–4.7) Gr1sGr3**,

Gr2sGr3**

–

Delta 5.0 5.0 1.0 (–) 6.8 14.7 2.2 (1.4–3.5) 18.4 82.2 4.5 (2.7–7.3) Gr1sGr3**,

Gr2sGr3**

Gr1sGr3**

Omicron BA.1 5.0 20.0 4.0 (1.9–8.5) 5.1 31.2 6.1 (4.2–8.8) 6.4 49.9 7.8 (5.6–10.8) Gr2sGr3* –

Omicron BA.2 5.0 5.8 1.2 (0.9–1.5) 5.0 22.3 4.5 (3.0–6.6) 5.3 34.8 6.7 (5.0–8.6) – Gr1sGr2**,

Gr1sGr3**

Omicron BA.5 5.0 5.0 1.0 (–) 5.0 10.6 2.1 (1.4–3.2) 5.1 18.9 3.7 (2.3–5.8) – Gr1sGr3**

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. CI, confidence interval; G1, individuals not vaccinated against COVID-19; G2: two-dose COVID-19 vaccinated individuals; G3:

three-dose COVID-19 vaccinated individuals; GMT, geometric mean titer; GMFR, geometric mean fold-rise.
aComparison of pre-Omicron infection GMT by group using Kruskal-Wallis test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc analysis. Only groups that

showed statistical significance are indicated.
bComparison of ratios by group using the Kruskal-Wallis test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc analysis. Only groups that showed statistical

significance are indicated.
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vaccination compared with two-dose vaccination. Our results

suggest that vaccine-induced antibody responses may induce

broad-spectrum immunity by increasing the titer of NAbs against

ancestral strains following Omicron infection. In addition, our ob-

servations were not consistent with the original antigenic sin;

antibody response against Omicron was not impaired in the Om-

icron-breakthrough infection cases.

Interestingly, our data showed that although themRNAvaccine

encodes the ancestral SARS-CoV-2 spike gene, three-dose

booster vaccination could elicit cross-neutralizing antibodies

against broad-range SARS-CoV-2 strains and variants, including

Omicron variants. Theremaybeseveral possiblemechanismsun-

derlying this phenomenon. Since the mRNA COVID-19 vaccine

encodes a full-length ancestral spike gene, some generated anti-

bodies may recognize conserved epitopes that are commonly

possessedbyabroad rangeofSARS-CoV-2VOCs, and thesean-

tibodies could be amplified by booster vaccination. Moreover,

since mRNA vaccination could generate variant cross-binding

memoryBcells,26–30 it is reasonable to speculate that somatic hy-

permutation occurring inmemory B cells generated by the 1st and

2nd vaccination could be recalled and amplified by the 3rd dose

booster vaccination, eventually potentiating cross-neutralizing

ability against a broad range of SARS-CoV-2 strains and variants.

Itwouldbe intriguing if a booster vaccinationcouldgenerateNAbs

against SARS-CoV-2 variants that may appear in the future or

even against an old SARS-CoV-1 variant. Nevertheless, these re-

sults suggest thatbooster vaccinationwith thecurrentmRNAvac-

cine could induce a considerable boosting effect, with a longer

period of NAb responses against a broad spectrum of SARS-

CoV-2 variants, including Omicron variants.
8 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100764, October 18, 2022
In the current study, we also examined memory T cell re-

sponses against the Omicron variant among individuals who

had recovered from Omicron breakthrough infection after

three-dose COVID-19 vaccination. Memory T cell responses

against the Omicron variant have also been previously examined

among individuals immunized with a COVID-19 vaccine but

without Omicron breakthrough infection. Those studies revealed

that vaccine-induced T cells substantially responded to both the

ancestral and Omicron spikes, although the T cell responses

against the Omicron spike were slightly decreased compared

with T cell responses against the ancestral spike.31–33 In

contrast, our current data showed comparable T cell responses

against the Omicron and ancestral spikes, without any signifi-

cant difference, among individuals recovered from Omicron

breakthrough infection. This indicates that Omicron break-

through infection may elevate T cell responses against Omi-

cron-specific epitopes. It was recently demonstrated that mem-

ory T cells contribute to host protection against SARS-CoV-2

infection, particularly in cases with insufficient humoral immune

response.34–37 Given that memory T cells reduce viral titers

and lung pathology in SARS-CoV-2 infection,37 individuals who

have recovered from Omicron breakthrough infections may

experience only mild disease even if they are re-infected with

other variants that escape NAbs.

Our results show that Omicron infection after two- or three-

dose vaccination substantially boosts the potency and breadth

of the NAb response. Notably, recent studies have reported

that many breakthrough infection cases among vaccinated indi-

viduals are either asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic,38,39 but

patients who recover from Omicron breakthrough infection still



Figure 4. Memory T cell responses against the ancestral and Omicron spikes after Omicron breakthrough infection

Memory T cell responses were assessed in individuals who suffered Omicron breakthrough infection after receiving a third booster shot with COVID-19 mRNA

vaccines (n = 18). PBMCs were obtained during a convalescence period, at 10–30 days after symptom onset. PBMCs were subjected to intracellular cytokine

staining to examine the frequency of CD4+ or CD8+ T cells responding to the ancestral spike or the Omicron spike.

(A and C) Representative flow cytometry plots show the cytokine-producing cells among CD4+ (A) or CD8+ (C) T cells.

(B and D) The frequencies of cytokine-producing CD4+ (B) or CD8+ (D) T cells against the ancestral spike and the Omicron spike are compared. Data are pre-

sented as mean ± SD. p values were calculated using a two-tailed unpaired Mann-Whitney U test.

(E) Representative flow cytometry plots show polyfunctional cells among CD4+ T cells.

(F) The percentage of polyfunctional T cells among cytokine-producing CD4+ T cells is presented.

(G) Pie graphs represent the fraction of cells positive for a given number of functions among CD4+ T cells with any type of function. Permutation test was

performed with 10,000 permutations.

(H) Detailed analyses of polyfunctionality are presented with every possible combination of functions. Data are presented asmean ±SD. p values were calculated

using the two-tailed unpaired Mann-Whitney U test.
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mount relatively highNAb titers against theOmicron variant.40 As

massive vaccinations lead to increased asymptomatic or mild

cases, further studies are needed to clarify the underlying mech-

anism of how enhanced antibody responses against the broad

spectrum of SARS-CoV-2 strains and variants, including Omi-

cron, are elicited following the Omicron breakthrough infection.

Although two-dose vaccination alone elicits a NAb response to

prevent further infection, this induced immunity is short lived.

In contrast, the third dose of an mRNA vaccine induces a strong

boosting effect, resulting in the maintenance of a longer NAb

response against a broad spectrum of SARS-CoV-2 variants.

Concomitantly, our findings support the hypothesis that the Om-

icron variant is capable of potent immune escape and shows lit-

tle cross-reactivity with earlier variants. Notably, it is possible

that both two-dose and three-dose vaccination provide protec-

tion against severe Omicron infection, as Omicron breakthrough

infection generally leads to a mild course of illness. Moreover, in

boosted individuals, Omicron induces significantly increased

NAb titers against ancestral strains, which may confer broad-

spectrum antibody responses that might be effective against

novel SARS-CoV-2 variants. Overall, these findings suggest

that multiple exposures to the SARS-CoV-2 S protein improve

the elicitation of highly reactive NAbs against a broad spectrum

of SARS-CoV-2 viruses, justifying booster vaccination for

enhancing or maintaining vaccine effectiveness.

Limitations of the study
This study has several limitations, including a relatively small

sample size, the issue of sensitivity of the NAb assay, and the

retrospective study design (Tables S1 and S2). Specifically, the

relatively small sample size may limit the generalizability of our

findings, thus studies with a larger and more diverse population

are warranted. Further, the present study may show lower NAb

titers compared with other several studies, which used pseudo-

virus-based assays. Although there is an issue with the sensi-

tivity of the NAb assay in our study, we used live viruses for

each SARS-CoV-2 strain as opposed to other studies and tried

to evaluate the actual cross-neutralizing titers against live

SARS-CoV-2 variants, which contained all other surface proteins

other than the S protein. In this regard, more precise comparison

studies to evaluate the sensitivity of NAb assay using different

platforms are needed for further studies.
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Antibodies

CD3 BV786(Clone UCHT1) BD Biosciences Cat #: 565491

CD4 BV650 (clone SK3) BD Biosciences Cat#: 563875

CD8 APC-H7 (clone SK1) BD Biosciences Cat# 560179

CD14 BV510 (clone M4P9) BD Biosciences Cat# 563079

CD19 BV510 (clone SJ25C1) BD Biosciences Cat# 562947

IFN-g APC (clone B27) BD Biosciences Cat# 554702

IL-2 PE (clone MQ1-17H12) ThermoFisher Cat# 12-7029-42

TNF FITC (clone MAb11) ThermoFisher Cat# 11-7349-82

anti-human IgG(H + L) polyclonal antibody,

HRP conjugate

ThermoFisher Cat # 31420

Purified anti-human CD28/49d BD Biosciences Cat # 347690

Bacterial and virus strains

hCoV-19/South Korea/NMC-nCoV-07/2021 GISAID EPI_ISL_10189535

hCoV-19/South Korea/NMC-nCoV-08/2021 GISAID EPI_ISL_10189542

hCoV-19/South Korea/NMC-nCoV-09/2021 GISAID EPI_ISL_10189545

hCoV-19/South Korea/NMC-nCoV-11/2021 GISAID EPI_ISL_10189547

hCoV-19/South Korea/CBNU-nCoV-10/2020 GISAID EPI_ISL_10189661

hCoV-19/South Korea/CBNU-nCoV-50/2021 GISAID EPI_ISL_10187719

hCoV-19/South Korea/CBNU-nCoV-55/2021 GISAID EPI_ISL_12179149

hCoV-19/South Korea/KDCA61371/2022 GISAID EPI_ISL_13086516

hCoV-19/South Africa/CERI-KRISP-K032284/2021 GISAID EPI_ISL_6699770

Biological samples

Human sera sample obtained from COVID-19 patients National Medical Center www.nmc.or.kr

Human sera sample obtained from COVID-19 patients Chungbuk National University

Hospital

www.chnuh.or.kr

Human sera sample obtained from COVID-19 patients Korea University Guro Hospital www.guro.kumc.or.kr

Human sera sample obtained from vaccinated

healthcare workers

Chungbuk National University

Hospital

www.chnuh.or.kr

Human sera sample obtained from vaccinated

healthcare workers

Korea University Guro Hospital www.guro.kumc.or.kr

Human PBMC samples obtained from COVID-19 patients Seoul National University Bundang

Hospital

www.snubh.org

Human PBMC samples obtained from COVID-19 patients Korea University Guro Hospital www.guro.kumc.or.kr

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

SARS-CoV-2 NP Protein (B.1.1.529) Acrobiosystem Cat #: NUN-C52Ht

SARS-CoV-2 (Spike Glycoprotein) peptides&elephants LB01792

Omicron full length B.1.1.529 SCoV2 (Spike Glycoprotein) peptides&elephants LB02000

Critical commercial assays

SARS-CoV-2 (2019-nCoV) Nucleocapsid Detection ELISA Kit SinoBiological Cat #: KIT40588

3,30,5,50-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate solution ThermoFisher Cat #: N301

Experimental models: Cell lines

Vero E6 ATCC Vero C1008
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Software and algorithms

MiniSeq system Illumina www.illumina.com

QIAGEN Bioinformatics CLC Workbench program CLC bio www.digitalinsights.qiagen.com

Graphpad Prism 9 Graphpad www.graphpad.com

FACSDiva 9 BD Bioscience www.bdbiosciences.com

FlowJo 10 FlowJo www.flowjo.com

SPICE v.6.1. SPICE https://niaid.github.io/spice/

BioRender BioRender www.biorender.com

Other

iMark Microplate Absorbance Reader Bio-Rad Cat # 1681130
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Lead contact
Additional information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the lead contact, Young Ki Choi (choiki55@

chungbuk.ac.kr).

Materials availability
All SARS-CoV-2 viruses used, and unique/stable reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact with a

completed Materials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability
d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This study did not generate any new codes.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Patients and specimens
During the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic in South Korea in 2020, ancestral and D614G SARS-CoV-2 were isolated from 21

COVID-19 patients [11 men and 10 women; mean age, 52.09 years; standard deviation, 18 years] from National Medical Center

(NMC) and Chungbuk National University Hospital (CBNUH) (Table S1). The viral clades were confirmed by whole-genome

sequencing. For serologic analysis, patient serum samples were obtained shortly after RT-PCR confirmation (the day of hospital

admission, D1), as well as 14 days after the diagnosis (D14). Paired serum samples were also obtained from 9 unvaccinated Omicron

(BA.1)-recovered patients on the day of infection confirmation (D1) and 14 days (D14) from initial RT-PCR positivity. Disease severity

ranged from asymptomatic to mild COVID-19. Furthermore, to evaluate the neutralizing antibody duration and booster dose effects

following mRNA vaccination, we recruited healthcare workers (HCW) [15 men and 12 women; mean age, 40 years; standard devia-

tion, 8.06 years] from CBNUH and Korea University Guro Hospital, who received SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccines (vaccination cohort,

n = 27).We serially collected their sera beginning at 1, 3, and 5months after two-dose vaccination, and at 1, 3, and 5months after their

booster shot (third dose).

To evaluate the immune response, the Omicron breakthrough infection cohort (n = 50) was sampled before and after Omicron

infection. Table S2 describes the characteristics of the breakthrough infection cohort. In the two-dose vaccine breakthrough group,

19 patients were immunized with two-dose of BNT162b2, 6 patients were immunized with two doses of mRNA-1273 mRNA vaccine.

Among the three dose breakthrough infection individuals, two patients were immunized with ChAdOx1 – ChAdOx1 – BNT162b2, 12

patients with three-dose of mRNA-1273, and 11 patients with BNT162b2. From the two-dose and three-dose vaccinated individuals,

pre-infection serum samples were collected a median of 30 days before Omicron infection. For T-cell analysis, we selected 18 in-

dividuals from the breakthrough infection cohort (n = 18; 6 males, 12 females; mean age, 30.5 years; age range, 25–47 years). We

also recruited three-dose vaccinated individuals without breakthrough infection (n = 38; 12 males, 26 females; mean age, 36.5 years;

age range, 24–57 years; days after the third shot, 21–31 days; 20 with three doses of BNT162b2, 18 with ChAdOx1–ChAdOx1–

BNT162b2) from CBNUH and Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, and Omicron-infected patients without previous vacci-

nation (n = 9; 5 males, 4 females; mean age, 72.5 years; age range, 52–90 years; days after symptom onset, 6–15 days). Peripheral

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated by density gradient centrifugation using Lymphocyte Separation Medium (Corning).
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The isolated PBMCs were cryopreserved in fetal bovine serum (Corning) with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (Sigma-Aldrich) until use. All

participants provided informed consent. This study was conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Ethics statement
This study was conducted in accordance with the study protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of Chungbuk National

University Hospital (IRB No. 2020-03-036, 2021-02-010), National Medical Center (IRB No. H- 2002-111-002), the institutional review

board of Korea University Guro Hospital (2021GR0099, 2021GR0274) and Seoul National University Bundang Hospital (B-2102-669-

302). Informed consent was obtained from all patients or their guardians. All SARS-CoV-2 handling experiments were carried out in a

BSL3 facility at Chungbuk National University (approval number CBNUA-1352-20-02).

METHOD DETAILS

Viral isolation and genome sequencing
SARS-CoV-2 viruses were isolated from nasal swab specimens of confirmed COVID-19 patients hospitalized between February

2020 andMarch 2022. To identify the virus clades, complete SARS-CoV-2 genome cDNA libraries were prepared using the next-gen-

eration sequencing (NGS) method with the Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina, CA, USA) with an average insert size of

300 bp. Sequencing runs were performed on a MiniSeq system (Illumina, CA, USA) using a MiniSeq mid-output kit, yielding 23 150

nucleotide paired-end reads.

To identify each corresponding SARS-CoV-2 clade, the complete genome sequences were compared to the reference genome

sequence of Wuhan-Hu-1 (GenBank accession number MN908947.3, also known as GISAID Clade ‘L’). Based on full-length se-

quences, we selected a reference virus for each variant (ancestral, D614G, Alpha, Beta, Delta, and BA.1 and BA.2 Omicron).

Whole-genome sequences for each virus are available in GISAID (accession numbers: EPI_ISL_1069194, EPI_ISL_10189661,

EPI_ISL_10189535, EPI_ISL_10189542, EPI_ISL_10189547, EPI_ISL_10187719, EPI_ISL_12179149). Alignment of each clade

and recent variant genome sequences was performed using the QIAGEN Bioinformatics CLC Workbench program (version

10.1.1; CLC bio, Denmark). According to the sequences, we divided the patients into three groups: the ancestral virus-recovered

group, D614G virus-recovered group, and Omicron virus-recovered group.

Microneutralization assay
Neutralizing antibodies against the ancestral SARS-CoV-2 strain, D614G strain, Alpha, Beta, Delta, and BA.1 and BA.2 Omicron var-

iants were assayed in the collected serum samples (Table 1). Themicroneutralization assay (NAb) of serum specimens was conduct-

ed using Vero E6 cells (ATCC #: Vero C1008). Briefly, serum specimens were inactivated at 56�C for 30 min. Then 50 mL of a two-fold

serially diluted serum sample (starting from 1:10), was mixed with 50 mL of the 100 median tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50) of

each SARS-CoV-2 strain. These mixtures were incubated at 37�C for 1 h to neutralize the infectious virus and then transferred to

VeroE6 cell monolayers. The cells were incubated at 37�C under 5% CO2 for 4 days and monitored. Gentian violet staining (1%)

was performed to stain and fix the cell culture layer. The neutralizing dilution of each serum sample was checked by identifying

the well with the highest serum dilution causing at least a 50% reduction in cytopathic effect (CPE), which was taken as the NAb

titer. A dilution equal to 1:10 or above was considered neutralizing. When a neutralizing antibody titer was not detected, it was re-

corded as 5.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
Briefly, the ELISA for total Ab detection was developed based on direct immunoassay using recombinant SARS-CoV-2-NP protein

produced in E. coli. Flat-bottom Immuno plates (SPL Life Sciences) were coated with SARS-CoV-2-NP (1 mg/mL) in a bicarbonate

buffer, overnight at 4�C. The plates were subsequently washed three times with PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 (PBST), and

then blocking buffer (3% BSA in PBS) was added at 150 mL per well. The plates were incubated for 3 h at room temperature, and

then washed three times with PBST. Human sera were prepared at a dilution of 1:200 in PBS, and added at 100 mL volume per

well. The plates were incubated for 3 h at 37�C, and then washed five times with PBST. Secondary antibody anti-human all IgH +

L polyclonal antibody-HRP conjugate was added at a dilution of 1:10,000 in PBST, followed by a 1-h incubation at 37�C. The plates

were washed seven times with PBST. Finally, 50 mL of 3,30,5,50-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) (Seracare, Milford, MA, USA) was added

for 10 min for color development, and then the reaction was stopped with addition of 50 mL of 1 N sulfuric acid (H2SO4). The iMark

Microplate Absorbance Reader (Bio-Rad, USA) was used to measure the optical density at 450 nm (OD450).

Intracellular cytokine staining
Cryopreserved PBMCswere thawed, rested overnight at 37�C, and cultured in the presence of OLP pools (1 mg/mL for each peptide;

Peptides & Elephants GmbH) of the spike protein of the ancestral strain (GenBank: NM908947) or Omicron variant (hCoV-19/South

Africa/CERI-KRISP-K032284/2021; EPI_ISL_6699770 in GISAID) and anti-human CD28 and CD49dmonoclonal antibodies (1 mg/mL

each; BD Biosciences) for 6 h at 37�C. Negative controls were cultured in the presence of DMSO and anti-CD28/anti-CD49d anti-

bodies. At 1 h after the initial stimulation, brefeldin A (GolgiPlug, BD Biosciences) and monensin (GolgiStop, BD Biosciences)

were added. The cells were stained with fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies for specific surface markers, for 10 min at 4�C.
Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100764, October 18, 2022 e3
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Dead cells were excluded using LIVE/DEAD dye (Invitrogen). For intracellular staining, cells were fixed and permeabilized using the

FoxP3 staining buffer kit (Invitrogen), and stained for cytokines for 30 min at 4�C. The following monoclonal antibodies were used for

multi-color flow cytometry: anti-CD3 BV786 (clone UCHT1, cat# 565491, 1:100), anti-CD4 BV650 (clone SK3, cat# 563875, 1:100),

anti-CD8 APC-H7 (clone SK1, cat# 560179, 1:100), anti-CD14 BV510 (clone M4P9, cat# 563079, 1:100), anti-CD19 BV510 (clone

SJ25C1, cat# 562947, 1:100), and anti-IFN-g APC (clone B27, cat# 554702, 1:100) from BD Biosciences; and anti-IL-2 PE (clone

MQ1-17H12, cat# 12-7029-42, 1:100) and anti-TNF FITC (clone MAb11, cat# 11-7349-82, 1:100) from ThermoFisher. Multi-color

flow cytometry was performed using an LSRII instrument with FACSDiva (BD Biosciences). The data were analyzed using FlowJo

software (FlowJo).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistics analysis
The statistical experimental analyses of unvaccinated COVID-19 patient samples and omicron breakthrough infections in COVID-19

vaccinated people sera were assessed by nonparametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test (Figures 1 and 3). Longitudinal

evaluation of serum sample, we use the Kruskal-Wallis test (Figure 2). Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism

9.3.1(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Differences between groups were analyzed by nonparametric (Wilcoxon matched-paired

signed rank or Mann–Whitney U) tests. To determine the differences in the pie charts, permutation tests in the SPICE

software were used (10,000 permutations) (Figure 4). Statistical details of our experiments and analyses can be found in each figure

legends.
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